NEW!
Hillersden
Sparkling Sauvignon Blanc

This Sophisticated Sparkler is
- a palate pleaser
- an oyster’s ovation
- everyday elegance
- a tasty toast for any occasion...
and a winner!

GOLD MEDAL
WINNER

WINE SPECTATOR
“Worthy of Attention”
– Sparkling Horizons: Value-Price Bubbles from Around the World

FORBES
“A very mouth-watering, enjoyable sparkling. Perfect to start the party with.”
– Bubbly On A Budget: Best Value Sparkling Wines To Try Now

TASTING TABLE
“Crisp and light”
– 9 Bottles of Bubbly That Are Better than Champagne

HILLARY ZIO
“A surefire crowd-pleaser for any Sauv Blanc fan.”
– the Hillersden Tasting Notes